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ABSTRACT 
In the store-and-forward message switching systems, 
arriving messages are temporarily stored in a buffer 

, memory. After receipt of processing, such as error 
check, interpretation of address, routing and so on, 
the stored message is . transmitted to the addressed 
destination over an outgoing link. 

Determination of the buffer memory capacity is impor
tant in the design of the store-and-forward systems. 

This paper presents an analysis of two models of 
buffer memory systems and gives some numerical 
examples : 
(1) Messages begin to arrive at instants which are 
distributed in Poisson process and, in step by step 
sequence, occupy the area of the buffer memory as they 
are received. Those messages which have been complete
ly stored in the buffer memory receive some simple 
processing and join the queues for outgoing links. As 
messages are transmitted, the occupied area of the 
buffer memory decreases step by step. 
The results are obtained for the mean occupied area, 
the distribution function of the occupied area and 
the approximate probability of ove-rflbw in some 
special cases. 
(2) A finite number of input lines are connected to 

. the system and share the common buffer memory with 
finite capacity. Messages arrive intermittently over 
each input line and gradually occupy the area of the 
buffer memo.ry as they arrive. The stored part of a 
message in the buffer memory is transmitted at a 
constant rate, where messages are assumed to be 
continuous. When the buffer memory is full, arriving 
messages overflow and are lost. The results are 
obtained for the distribution function of the occupied 
area in the buffer memory, the probability of overflow, 
the probability that the buffer memory is full. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

In the store-and-forward message switching systems, 
arriving messages are temporarily stored in a buffer 
memory. After receipt of processing, such as error 
check, interpretation of address, routing and so on, 
a stored message is transmitted to its destination over 
an outgoing line. If the buffer memory is full, 
arriving messages overflow and are lost. In general, 
the capacity of a buffer memory is determined so as to 
meet the grade of service, such as overflow probability 
and queueing delay due to buffering, given the input 
traffic statistics and the output characteristics. 

The design of buffer memory systems is roughly classi
fied into the following three categories : to assign 
some buffer memory to each incoming or outgoing line, 
to share a buffer memory with other lines and the mix 
of assigned and common buffer memories. The first 
category is called assigned buffer and the second one 
is called common buffer. 

One approach to obtaining the overflow probability for 
a common buffer system is to use a queueing model with 
a limited waiting room ( finite capacity) [l,2,3J. 
Another approach is to analyze a model ~ith infinite 
capacity and to estimate the overflow probability by 
an obtained distribution function of the amount of 
stored messages. 

In this paper, the two models of common buffers are 
analyzed. The first model is applicable to a buffer 
memory system for speed conversion between input lines 
and output lines in a store-and-forward system. The 
second one is applicable to the buffer memory system 
assigned for each outgoing line or for a communication 
control unit with common buffer. 

2. MODEL I 

2.1 Assumptions and notations 

Messages begin to arrive at instahts T
l

,T2 , •••• which 

are distributed in Poisson process with rate A and 
gradually occupy the area of a common buffer with 
infinite memory as they are received. Those messages 
which have been completely stored in the buffer memory 
receive some simple processing and join a queue for one 
of N output lines. It is assumed that an arriving 
message is addressed or routed to the k-th output line 
with probability Pk. The receive time and the trans-

mission time of one unit of message (e.g.bit or charac
ter) are denoted by al and a2 , respectively. 

Two types of messages are considered, continuous and 
discrete messages. A discrete message consists of a 
number of data units and continuous one is its appro
ximation. The buffering process of a continuous message 
is illustrated in Fig.l, where bk is the waiting time 

for transmission over th\ k-th output line and y is the 
message length. 

The following notations are used : 
H(x)--distribution function of message length. 
b k --waiting time of messages routed to the k-th out

put line. 
W~(x)--distribution function of bk • 
ii --mean message leng"th. ~=PkA 
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Fig.l 

2.2 Distribution of the occupied area 

In Fig.l, a message is completely stored at an instant 
which deviates by its ~eceive time al y from the 

beginning of its arrival. Those instants are consi
dered as the output process of M/a/CO model, in which 
the arrival rate is Ak and the service time is the 

receive time. It is known that, if a queueing system 
has a Poisson input and an infinite number of servers, 
the output is also a Poisson process with a rate equal 
to the input rate Ak , regardless of the distribution 
of service times (4) • 

The distributions of receive times and transmission 
times become H(x/al ) and H(x/a2), respectively. 

Using the Pollaczek-Khinchin formula for M/a/l model, 
we have the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of Wk(x) 

(denoted by W~(s)) as follows 

(l-Pk)s 
w* - (1) k - s-~ {1-H*(a2s)} 

where Pk=Aka2h and H*(a2s) is the Laplace-Stieltjes 

transform of H(x/a2). Then, the mean waiting time Ok 

is given by 
1.. a 2h (2) 

b =K 2 (2) 
k 2(1-Pk) 

where Pk < 1 is assumed and h (2) is the second moment 
of H(x). 

Next, we derive the distribution fUnction of the 
occupied area of the buffer memory in the limiting 
state. Let u(t,'t',y) be the area at time t(~T) occupied 
by a message of length y, which has begun to arrive at 
time 1:'. We denote the total number of messages 
addressed to the k-th output line which have begun to 
arrive by t by Mk(t). Then, Mk(t) is distributed in a 

Poisson process with rate Ak • We denote the amount of 

messages addressed to the k-th output line, which are 
partially or completely stored in the buffer memory at 
t, by ~(t). Then, we can write 

~t) 
~(t)== u(t,lf,Y o) (3) 

i= 1 ~ 
whereTi is the i-th beginning epoch of arrivals of 

messages addressed to the k-th output line and Yo is 
the length of the i-th message addressed to the ~ k-th 
output line. Therefore, ~(t) becomes a filtered 

Poisson process and its characteristic function ~X (tlf)) 
is given by [5) k 

1 ~(t)(9)= exp l.kI~ E[eieU(t,"t',y)_ l]d't (4) 

Hhen the buffering process is the case of Fig.l, 
u(t,T,y) becomes the functiOn of only t-T and can be 
denoted by u(t-T,y). Then, we hav~ 

en () rt r. i9u(T ,y) J ) I~(t) e =exp AkJO Ete - 1 d"t:" (5 

where E means the expectation related to y and bk • 

Let X(t) be the total amount of the occupied area in 
the buffer memory at time t. Then, we have 

N 
X( t) = > ~ ( t) ( 6 ) 

~l 
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and, from the independence of ~(t), 

J'X(t)(9) = TT :tXo (t)(e) 
k= 1 -le 

Now,we assume that the limiting value ~ of ~(t) 

exists and ~(t)~~ (a.s.) as t~oo • Taking the 

limitation of Eq.(5), we get 

J'~ (9) = exp \ foC;[e i9U(T,y)_ 1J d't' (8) 

Since the integrand on the right hand side is integra
ble, the order of the integration is interchangeable. 
Then, we have 

5P~ (8) = exp Ak Er !o(eiGu(T,y)_ I} dt') (9) 

and 
N 

<tx. (9)= exp L 
k=l 

The av~rage occupied area X is given by 

X = f: 1. { a 1 +a2 h (2 \b h) 
k=l °le 2 k 

Substituting Eq.(2) into Eq.(13), we have 

X:: f. A h(2) /2. fa + 2.} w k 1 1-1\: 

(13) 

(14) 

It should be noted that the distribution of X does not 
depend on the distribution of b

k
, but only on its 

expectation bk • 

In case of discrete messages, the distribution of 
message length is also discrete. We put 
qj--probabi1ity that message length is j units. 

Let ~ (9) be the characteristic fUnction of message 
y 

length distribution. Then, we have 
00 

t, (9) =.L: e
i9j 

qJo (15) 
y j::1 

There fore, Eq. (.1) becomes 

* _ (l-Pk)S 
wk(s) - S-A

k 
{1- Y

y
(a

2
s/i)} (16) 

In this case, u(t,y) is given by 

Substituting this into Eq.(9), we have 

and 
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2.3 Simple examples 

(i) n.e.d. of message length,i.e. 

-x/ii 
H(x)== { ~~ , 

Letting f(x) be the probabilit,y density of X and 
taking the inverse transform of Eq.(12), we have 

f(x)= e -"'-+x/ii). ~ 11 (2~) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

where I
1

(x) is the modified Besse1 function of the 

first kind and we put 

A= t1 Akf(a1+a2)h+bk} 

The average occupied area of the buffer 

N _ 2 a2 x=L:, Akh (al + I-Pk) 
k=l 

( ii) geometric distribution of message 

j-l 

{

pq , 
q .= 0 J , 

p == l-q; j = 1,2, ••• 

otherwise 

From Eq.(19), we get 

iQ 
~x(Q)=expA[~-l} 

l-qe 

where 
N a +a 

A=L A (~+b) 
k~l k p k 

memory 

length, 

Using the negative binomial function NB(k,x): 

i 

(23) 

is thus 

(24) 

i.e. 

(26) 

(28) 

NB(k,x)::.L: p . 
j=l J, is x< i+l; i=l, 2, ••• 

(29) 

(
k+j-l) k j 

Pj = j P q 

we get the distribution function of X (denoted by F(x» 
as follows: 

(xJ k 
F(x)= e -A L: .Akl NB(k,x-k) 

keO . 
(30) 

Now, we approximate the overflow probability P f of the 
buffer memory with oapaoity B by the probabili~y that 
the occupied area is larger than B in a buffer memory 
with an infinite capacity. Then we have 

Figure 2 shows an example of F(x) when H(x) is n.e.d •• 

3. MODEL II 

3.1 Assumptions and notations 

N input lines are conneoted to a switohing node and 
share a oommon buf~.r memory with a finite oapaoity B. 
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1 

l/al== 200 b/s 

1/a2=1200 b/s 

h=180 words 
N=20 
Pk=l/N 
1 word =32 

1 2 3 4 
x ( l03worda 

5 6 

Fig.2 Probability of occupied area at least x : l-F(x) 
when H(x) is n.e.d •• 

A switching node temporarily stores ~rriving messages 
and transmits them to a destination over an output line, 
regardless of input line number. 

The input lines are characterized by the following 
statistical behavior : 
(i) the transmission rate of input lines is a units 

(bits or characters) per time. 
(ii) the message length has an exponential distribution 

with mean a/~, i.e. the transmission time of a 
message has an exponential distribution with mean 
l/\l. 

(iii) the inter-message time has an exponential distri-
bution with mean l/A. 

If a message is arriving over an input line, this line 
is called a communicating line. 
The following assumptions are made on the transmission 
abili ty : 
(iv) when the buffer memory is empty, an arriving 

message is transmitted immediately unit by unit. 
(v) the transmission speed of an output line is p units 

per time. 
In the assumptions (ii) and (iii), it is naturally 
assu.ed that the overflowed message units are lost. 

The following notations are used : 
p.-- probability that exactly i input lines are commu-

1 nicating in the steady state. 
tt-- the occupied area in the buffer memory at time t. 

v . (x,t)dx-- probability that, at time t, i input lines 
1 are oommunica ting and x ~ ~ t < x+dx'. 

Since messages arrive independently of the occupied 
area in the buffer memory, we have 

(32) 

A realization of ~t is shown in Fig.3, where state i 

means that i input lines are communicating. 

3.2 Distribution of the occupied area ~t 

Since the capacit,y of the buffer memory is finite, the 
steady state exists. We derive the distribution funo
tion of the steady state value of ~t. 

\'lhen icx>,6, the ocoupied area increases with rate 
(ia-,8). When i«< f3 ' ~ t deoreases 1fi th rate (fJ-ia). 
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Fig.3 

If i«=(1, St remains oonstant until the state of input 
lines ohanges. Therefor, we have the following 
equation for vi(x,t) : 

aVi (x, t) ~v . (x, t) 
at = (p-ia.) ~x - (N-i)l.+il1} vi (x,t) 

+(1-60i)(N-i+l»).Vi~1(x,t) 

+(l-6Ni )(i+l) I1Vi+l(x,t) 

where 6ij is Kroneoker's delta. 

'-1e denote the Hmi ting distribution of 

Letting t~oo in Eq. (33), we get 

dv (x) 
b """"di-- - Npv 0 (x) + vI (x) C 0 

dV . (x) 
(b-la) Tx- - {(N-i)P+1}Vi (x) 

+(N-i+l)pvi_l+(i+l)vi+l(x)=O 
1 :: i~N-l 

dVN(X) 
(b-Na) ~ - Nv n (x) + pVN_l (x) = 0 

where we put a = (/./11, b::: fJ/11 and p= )./11. 

(33) 

Next, we oonsider the boundar,y oonditions when the 
buffer memor,y is full and empty. When the buffer is 
empty, an arriving message is immediately transmitted. 
The following notations are used : 
e . (t)-- probability that i input lines are communi-

1. oating at time t and ~t=O (empty). 

fi(t)-- probability that i input lines are communi-
cating at time t and t t =:B (full). 

We denote the limiting values of e
1
(t) and fi(t) by 

e i and f i , respeotively. From .the oontinuous property 

of message flow, we have the equations for the limiting 
values e i and fi' as follows: 

[

NPeo = bvo (0) + e l 
{(N-i)p+i}e i = (b-ia)vi (0) + 

+ (i+1)e i +1 ' 
{(N-m)p+m}em = (b-ma)vlI(O) + 

IIC 7 

(N-i+l)pe i _l 
1:$ is m-1 

(N-m+l)pem-l 

The normalizing oon~ition is given by 

i = 0,1,2, •• ,N (38) 

In prder to obtain the limiting distribution function 
of the oooupied area, Eq. (34) should be solved under 
the conditions of Eq.(35), Eq.(36)(or Eq.(37» and 
Eq.(38). When ma.~fl, we have H-I unknown funotions 
{vi(x») and N-I equations. ,Hence, (vi(x)} can be unique-

ly determined. When ma.=~, the m+l-th equation of 
Eq.(34) becomes 

- {(N-m)p+m}vm+ (N-m+I)pvm_l+(m+l)vm+l=O (39) 

Using the above, we oan eliminate vm. from Eq.(34) and 

have N equations whioh include N unknown funotions. As 
N equations can be solved as in the oase of m(l"f~, we 
assume ma. ... tl in the sequel. 

The oharacteristic equation of Eq.(34) is 

br-Hp 1 O. 0 
Hp (b-a)r-(~-l)p-l 2 0 
o {N-l)P 

o 

o 

o 
N 

• • 0 P (b-Na)r-N 

=0 (40) 

where r is a oharaoteristic root. In other words, the 
oharacteristio roots fr j l are determined as the eigen 

values of the following matrix 

an a12 0 o 
a2l · a22 a23 0 

A::; 0 a 32 a 33 (41) 

o o 

and 

a11_ l = - b-(i-l)a 

It is olear that 0 is one of the oharaoteristio roots 
of Eq. (40). 

Using {r.}, we obtain the following solutions 
J 

N 

o 0 j=l (43) 

[

V (x) = A + L Ajexp(r jX) 

v. (x)= A C i + 1:: AjC . . exp(r .x) 
1. 0 0 j = 1 J1. J 

i= 1,2, •• ,N 

where Aj and Cji are integral oonstants and they are 
determined by the boundar,y conditions and the norma
lizing oonditions. In Eq.(43), it was assumed that 
(r j} are all single roots. When there are multiple 

roots, say r l and r 2 , we must use (Al +A2x)exp(rl x) as 

a substitute for Alexp(rlx)+A2exp(r2x) in Eq.(43). 

Constants {C ji} are oaloulated by the following reour

rence relations : 

[
COi=(~) pi , i=0,1,2, •• ,N 

C . =1 jc::1.2 •••• N (44) 
JO [ . 1 } 

Cji= - ~ ~O (b-ka)rl jk - (N-i+l)pC ji_l 
i,j=I,2, •• ,N 

Using the conditions of Eq.(35), Eq.(36) and Eq.(38), 
we obtain the equations whioh determine (A . } as follows 
: J 

• 
• 
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N i z: A. {r .(i)+6j(i)+G .. }==(~)~ (45) 
j=o J J J1 (l+p) 

i=:1,2, •• ,N 
where 

(46) 

= 0 otherwise 

(
N) pi i 1 N 

6.(i)::: i 1f L.. (N-l) k > (na-b)D'n 
J 10= m k-1 p ~ J 

= 0 otherwise i= m+l, •• ,N 

Dji::. Cjiexp(rjB) 

[

G i== C i B 
o 0 exp(r .B)-l 

G -C J ji- ji· r . 
J 

(49) 

The probabilities of buffer empty rei) and the proba

bilities of buffer full (fi } are given by 

N 
e. = L. A.r .(i) , 

1 j=O J J 
N 

f · =LA .6 .(i) , 
1 j=O J J 

i=O,l, ••• ,m ( 50) 

illSm+l, ••• ,N (51 ) 

Next, we derive some performance measures of the 
buffer memory. Denoting the distribution function of 
the ocoupied area in the buffer memory by Vex), we 
have 

( 52) 

Letting E be the probability that the buffer is empty 
in the steady state, we get 

m 
E =L: e . 

i=O 1 
(53) 

For the over!low effect, two measures are considered. 
One is the probability that messages are overflowing 
in the steady state, denoted by Sof • The other is the 

ratio of the amount of arrived messages to one of the 
overflowed messages during a sufficiently long interval 
and it is denoted by Pof • 

Sof is given by 
N 

S = L: fi 
of i=m+1 

P of is obtained as follows: We oonsider a time inter

val T, which is so long that the system reaches the 
steady state. Let T. be the portion of T during which 
i input lines are 1communicating. Let T. be the por-10 
tion of Ti . during which messages overflow. The total 

amount of messages which arrive during T is given by 

E iClTi and the amount of overflowed messages 
i=l 

is given by 
N 
L: (ia.-P)T. 
i=1II+1 10 

• Therefore, we have 

P f= lim 
o ~ 

( 55) 

Noticing 

lim T./T == p ., lim T. IT = f . 
T+oo 1 1 T~oo 10 1 

( 56) 

we get the following results: 
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3.3 Simple cases 

(i) N=2, a=13 
A realization of this case is' shown in Fig.4. The 
characteristic roots are r =0 and r l=-2(1-p)/a. Then, 
we have 0 

[

Vo(X)= Alexp {-2(1-p)x/a} 

vl (x) =2Al exp {-2(1-p)x/a} 

v2(x) = Alexp {-2(1-p)x/a} 

eo = ;p2 aAl 

[

..l:te. 

e l = pAl 

[
fl::: aAlexp {-2(1-p)B/a} 

f 2:: (l+p)aAlexp (-2(1-p)B/a}/2 

where 

A - 2p2(1_p) 
1- a(1+p)2(1_p2exP{_2(1_p)B/a}] , 
_ 1 

- 4(a+B) , 

We now have 

E-~aA - 2 1 2p 

Sorf2 

P ::: l+p f 
of 2p 2 

p~l 

p=l 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

B ~------~~--~~----------------------------

o L-2~~1~' ~~2~~1~-O~~~1~~O~~~1-L~~~1~~2~~ 
STATE OF INPUT LINES 

Fig.4 

Figure 5 shows some numerical examples for B variable. 
a(=a./~) is the mean message amount which is trans
mitted during one communication. As the normalized 
buffer capacity B/a increases, we have, for p< I, 

P "" p(l-p)exp {_ 2(1-P)B} 
of- 2 a 

Then, the curve of Pof becomes nearly linear when 

p ofS 1)(10-4 in Fig.5. 

(ii) Ne1, Cl> fJ 
For this case, we newly use a. in place of a.-,. A sample 
function of ~t is shown in Fig.6. We have the following 

results: 

[

V
O

(X)::A1 exp aib'b x 

Vl(X)=Al : exp aabb 
x 

e ==""£"A 
o P 1 

(66) 
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14 

ap-b 
fl =a bAl exp 8J) B (68) 

ap(l~p)Al -b 
P - ~B of- p(a+b) exp -aD 

where 

A -....L. ap-b 
1- l~p b(ap exp(ap-b)B!ab } -bJ 

These results except Por have been already obtained 

by Cohen (6J. If we maintain a constant and let 1'--+00, 
we get the prooess with instantaneous input. For this 
proceas, we have 

V(x)C:A {~+~(e(aA-(J)x/afJ -I)} 
I A a).-{J • (71) 

where 

A - ACa).-8) ( ) 
1- P (aA exp((aA-p)B!ap}-p) 72 

This coinsides with the results published by Cohen (7). 
Although other cases are complicated in explicit 
formulae, it is a straightforward matter to program 
the calculation method for a digital computer. 
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3.4 Extensions of model 11 

In praotice, it is necessary to investigate the 
following extensions of model 11. 
(a) Different transmission rate for input lines. 

Since a switching node may acoommodate different 
types of input lines, the transmission rate is not 
equal for all input lines. 

(b) Many output lines. 
In general, a switching node has more than one 
destinations( or output lines ). For this case, 
two types of buffer memory are considred. One is 
assigned buffer for each output line and the other 
is common buffer. For an assigned buffer memory, 
it is easy to analyze the behavior of each assigned 
,buffer as in the section 3.2. 

(c) A general distribution function for communication 
times (or message length) of input lines. 

(d) A general distribution function for iriter-message 
times. 

(e) An output line with, interruption. 
The output line may be interrupted by the preemp
tion of higher priority messages, failure of 
equipments and so on. 

(f) Buffer memory in series. 
If a message is transmitted via more than one 
switching node, the output of one node becomes an 
input to a successive node. Therefore, even if the 
input to the preceding node is Markovian, the input 
to the successive node is not always so, owing to 
speed conversion, waiting and overflow effects. 

As an example, extension (a) is analyzed in case N=2. 
This is done in the same way as in the section 3.2. 
The following conditions are assumed: (i=1,2) 
(i) The transmission rate of the 'i-th input line is l1 i • 

(ii) The communication time of the i-th input line 
has n.e.d. with mean l/~i. 

(iii) The inter-message time of the i-th input line 
has n.e.d. with mean l/).i. 

We denote the limiting state of the input lines by 
(jl,j2)' where jt=l if the i-th input line is communi-

cating and ji=O otherwise. The state diagram is shown 

in Fig.7. 

Fig.7 State diagram of input, lines. 

The following notations are used. 
p . j -- limiting probability of the state (jl,j2). 

J l 2 
v .. (x)-- probability that the state 

JI J 2 ~t=x. 
is (jl,j2) and 

e . . -- probability that the state is 
Jl J 2 

f .. -- probability that the state is 
J1J 2 

(jl,j2) 

(jl,j2) 

Similarly, as in the section 3.2, we have 

and ft=O. 

and ft=B. 

(73) 

where Pi=Ai/~i. Assuming that 111>112 , we have five oases 

:-- O<~<o.2'P=a.2' 0. 2 <13<,0.1 ,13=0.1 , a.1<fJ< 0.1 +0.2 • 

For eaoh case, we have a set of the boundary conditions. 
As an example, we consider the case o.2 <fJ< Ill' where 
the boundary conditions are given by 

• 
• 

• 
• 
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[
(~1+~2)eoo= 112eol + fJvoo(O) 

(~1~2)eol <= ~2eoo + (p-a2)vol (0) 

().2+11 l )t1o =112f ll + (al-p)vlo(B) 

(11'1i112)fll=~2flo + «l1+(l2-~)vll(B) 

The equation of the content ~t becomes 

dv 
P---22. _ ( ) 

dx ~1+~2 voo + I1lvl o + 11 2vol=0 

dvlo 
(P-(ll) ~-(P:l+).2)vlo+).1 voo+l12vil =0 

dVol 
c,.a-a2)~().1+\l2)vol+1l1Vll+).2voo= 0 

dVll 
(p-al -a2 ) a:x--(1l1+\l2)vll+~lvol+).2vlo= 0 

The charaoteristic equation is given by 

(/r-.I\. 112 III 
).2 (,8-"2) r-( ~l +v-2 ) 0 

~l 0 Cp-a l )r-(l1l+k2) 

0 

III 

112 
0 ).1 ~2 (p-al -a2)r-M 

= 0 (76) 
where A-).l ~).2 and M:1l111J.2• We denote the roots of 

the above by. r;0,rl ,r2,r
3

• Then, we have 

VOO(X)~AO+Alexp(rlx)+A2exp(r2x)+A3exp(r3x) 

vol(x)=AoCol+AlCl18xp(rlx)+A2C2lexp(r2x) 

+A3C31 exp(r3x) 

vlo(X)=AoCo2+AlC12exp(rlx)+A2C22exp(r2x) 

+A3C32exp(r3x) 

(71 ) 

vll(x)=AoCo3+Alc13exp(rlx)+A2C23exp(r2x) 

~A3C 33exp(r3x) 

If the roots {rj1 are obtained from Eq.(76), {cjil are 

determined by the boundary conditions and fA.} are 
J 

determined by the normalizing conditions. This deriva
tion is omitted because of its complication. 
The overflow probability Pof is calculated by 

4. CONCLUSION 

For a store-and-forward message switching system, two 
models of buffer memory systems are analyzed for 
designing the capacity of a buffer memory. Some 
performance measures, such as the overflow probability 
and the distribution function of the amount of stored 
messages etc.,are obtained for each model. 
The purpose of this paper has been merely to illust
rate ita potential with two typical models. Hence, 
the practical implications of the numerical results 
is a sepanate subject treated elsewhere. 
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